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Teaching Science as Social Science: 
A Curriculum Focus for Adolescents with Mild Disabilities 

Tanis Bryan and Cynthia L. Warger 

From Benjamin Franklin and his kite to Ronald Reagan and star wars, we have had faith in 
science and technology to solve the serious problems that confront society. Increasingly, we 
have extended our belief in scientific solutions to our personal lives, where scientific studies tell 
us how to live longer, healthier, more beautiful lives. Thanks to science, we also now know how 
to evaluate our personalities to ensure more passionate love lives and greater business acumen. 
And, though we are not likely to be cloned in the near future, with the help of science, we can 
foster traits in our children that will make our ancestors proud. 

But the advances we have witnessed and rely upon in science do not reside solely in the 
natural and physical branches. The social sciences probably are the most ubiquitous in our daily 
lives. Examples abound. Social science methods play a strong role in government as politicians 
use surveys routinely to test and to sway public opinion. Lawyers hire social scientists to help 
select members of a jury, as well as analyze jurors' behaviors during trials. The FBI established 
a social science division to develop profiles of terrorists. Businesses employ ethnographers to 
observe customers' buying habits-information that is used to improve merchandising strate-
gies. Large retail stores have hired social scientists to "mine" sales data, from which to glean 
unique buying trends and preferences. (One store learned that disposable diapers and beer were 
the biggest sellers on Thursday nights.) Health-care providers have conducted studies to deter-
mine the impact of humor on health. Even movie producers sometimes conduct studies to de-
termine the most crowd-pleasing ending for a film. 

To successfully navigate a society that increasingly relies on the social sciences to influ-
ence our thinking and actions requires a strong knowledge base in the domain. Our decisions 
must be informed; otherwise we simply will fall prey to those who seek to gamer our attention, 
sympathies, and dollars for profit. Moreover, we must help our children develop the knowledge 
and tools to cope in society. When enticing someone to buy their product, marketers do not dis-
criminate by age. Children probably are bombarded as frequently as adults with television and 
radio ads to persuade them to purchase the latest products. 

To ask critical questions is not enough. We also have to recognize how information might be 
biased in how it is presented, collected, and interpreted. The need for knowledge and analytic 
tools is even greater for children because of the daily pressure that confront them. They are pres-
sured to do and not to do things such as smoke, drink alcohol, take drugs, have sex, and join gangs. 
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Doing homework, getting along with siblings, dealing with family 
rules, living up to parental expectations, and making friends are 
present problems. During these formative years children make 
judgments about themselves and others. These decisions have 
long-term implications for their lives. Like adults, children need 
to be aware of the various forces ( for example, peers and television 
ads) that seek to influence their thinking and actions. They, too, 
need to make informed decisions. 

A CURRICULUM FOR UNDERSTANDING 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

Life has changed from what it was in the 1950s, when most 
curricula were developed. In fact, the curriculum reforms of the 
1980s rarely addressed "new" skills and understandings that 
students need. Instead, reformers revamped the traditional aca-
demic areas by calling for inquiry-based, hands-on, problem-
solving approaches to teaching basically the same content (Pu-
gach & Warger, 1996). Even with the call for new standards in 
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"behavioral" studies by the major social studies and science 
groups (see Kendall & Marzano, 1995, for a summary of stan-
dards), science remained locked in the study of physical and bi-
ological phenomena and social studies remained the province of 
history, geography, and government. 

Including social science as part of elementary and secondary 
curricula provides children the opportunity to acquire knowl-
edge about the science of human behavior that can be applied 
directly to making informed decisions in their daily lives. Social 
science standards include: 

• Understands the processes and products of social science. 
• Understands how thoughts and feelings influence human 

behavior. 
• Understands how other people influence the individual. 
• Understands how people influence each other. 

These understandings enable students to generate and test al-
ternative hypotheses about people, to explore how their feelings 
influence their behavior, and to test the impact of various ap-
proaches in social interactions. In addition, because the social 
sciences use the scientific method to investigate questions, stu-
dents learn key concepts underlying all science: objectivity, re-
liability, and validity of measurement. 

Among the benefits of including social science in the cur-
riculum are the following: 

1. Because the process of doing social science and the topics 
covered have widespread appeal, social science makes 
curriculum meaningful and relevant to students. 

2. In the scientific method teachers have a nonbiased 
process for broaching sensitive topics (for example, 
drug use, racism) in ways that do not infringe upon 
students' privacy. 

3. Children are more likely to act wisely when they are in-
cluded in decision-making, and, thus, a curriculum that 
shows them how to test their views and ideas about 
themselves and others systematically is more likely to 
have the desired effects than adult lectures about what is 
"right" or "wrong." 

4. Many children, especially those with learning disabili-
ties and emotional and behavioral disorders, have social 
information processing deficits that tend to improve 
with mastery of social science concepts. 

Over the years, we have been working with special and gen-
eral educators to introduce social science-and thereby the 
principles of the scientific method-to their students using an 
approach called Amazing Discoveries (Bryan & Bryan, 1995; 
Bryan & Warger, 1997). This approach, developed by the lead 
author, has been field-tested successfully with fourth- through 
10th-grade students with and without mild disabilities (e.g., 



learning disabilities, emotional-behavioral disorders) in inclu-
sionary and self-contained elementary, middle, and secondary 
classrooms (Bryan & Bryan, 1997). 

In this article we describe the framework for the Amazing 
Discoveries approach. Using actual examples from the curricu-
lum, we illustrate how teachers can integrate social science sub-
ject matter--content and process skills-into a stand-alone sci-
ence program, as well as interdisciplinary units that include 
science. Because data indicate that the Amazing Discoveries 
approach results in knowledge and skills development for stu-
dents with mild disabilities, we begin the discussion with a ra-
tionale related to this population. 

RATIONALE FOR EXPANDING THE CUR-
RICULUM TO INCLUDE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
FOR STUDENTS WITH MILD DISABILITIES 

Even though social science curriculum is relevant, meaning-
ful, and appropriate for all students, it is particularly advanta-
geous for students with mild disabilities because: 

1. Students with mild disabilities have social information 
processing deficits that can be addressed through a so-
cial science curriculum. 

2. Students with disabilities traditionally have been denied 
access to science curriculum. 

3. Students with mild disabilities can learn science when it is 
presented in a hands-on, inquiry-based format, in which 
students can answer questions they truly care about. 

Understanding the rationale for a social science curriculum 
is the first step in establishing a strong foundation for imple-
mentation. 

Social Information-Processing Needs 

Students with mild disabilities have been shown to have 
deficits in social information-processing that lead to inappro-
priate behaviors (Bryan, 1997; Crick & Dodge, 1994). Con-
sider the results of the research: 

• Students with emotional-behavioral disorders tend to 
misperceive the actions of others (Dodge, 1985; Dodge 
& Newman, 1981). For example, they tend to interpret 
social cues negatively. Thus, when outcomes are nega-
tive (e.g., someone squirts mustard on their shirt in the 
lunchroom), they tend to interpret this as intentional and 
respond aggressively, whereas other students would be 
more likely to interpret the event as an accident. 

• Students with emotional-behavioral disorders often 
show a bias in attending to aggressive rather than other 
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cues in the environment (Dodge & Newman, 1981; 
Gouze, 1987). 

• Social information-processing problems demonstrated 
by students with emotional-behavioral disorders include 
lack of empathy (Ellis, 1982), inability to take a perspec-
tive different from their own (Feshbach, 1975; Spivack, 
Platt, & Shure, 1976), limitations in generating prosocial 
solutions to interpersonal conflicts and the selection of 
incompetent responses to provocations (Walker, Colvin, 
& Ramsey, 1995), and failure to monitor the effects their 
behavior has on others (Walker et al. 1995). 

• Students with learning disabilities have been found to be 
less skillful in encoding social cues, such as labeling 
emotions (Tur Kaspa & Bryan, 1994); interpreting social 
cues (Pearl & Cosden, 1982); generating strategies to re-
solve social situations, 1987); selecting social responses 
that are appropriate (J. H. Bryan, Sonnefeld, & Green-
berg, 1981); and responding appropriately (Pearl, 1982). 

• Students also are vulnerable in the areas of depression 
and loneliness (Margalit, 1994 ). 

• The relationship between social perceptual and interpre-
tation biases have been demonstrated in samples of chil-
dren from kindergarten through eighth grade (Feldman 
& Dodge, 1987; Guerra & Slaby, 1989), among residen-
tial populations (Milich & Dodge, 1984) and incarcer-
ated adolescent males (Crick & Dodge, 1994), as well as 
school-based groups (McClaskey, 1988). 

• Only those social skills training programs that included 
training social cognition have produced significant posi-
tive effects (cf., Ager & Cole, 1991; Alberg, Petry, & 
Eller, 1993; Beelmann, Pfingsten, & Losel, 1994; Izzo & 
Ross, 1990). 

Clearly, students with mild disabilities need assistance in de-
veloping social-processing skills. Too often the presence of 
these skills is assumed. Rarely do students with disabilities-
any students, for that matter-receive specific cognitive-pro-
cess training that they can use to enhance their learning of aca-
demic subject matter (e.g., listening objectively; knowing when 
and how to ask questions). The social sciences do offer a cog-
nitive-processing approach with the scientific method. When 
taught directly, students not only learn about social science con-
cepts but also develop cognitive processes and skills that will 
empower them for life. 

ACCESS TO THE STANDARD SCIENCE 
CURRICULUM 

The academic curriculum is the core of general education. 
Special education for· students with mild disabilities generally 
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has emphasized helping students acquire basic skills germane 
to the standard curriculum. Basic skills in reading and mathe-
matics, and not science or social studies, dominate most reme-
dial interventions. 

Actually, scant attention has been devoted to teaching any 
science to students with disabilities. From 1978 to 1985 only 
three articles on science teaching were found in six major spe-
cial education journals (Lesson, Budzinski, Karch, & Van 
Acker, 1989). In a study comparing the amount of time children 
with disabilities and their nondisabled peers receive in aca-
demic instruction, researchers found that, though the average 
amount of time devoted to science in general classrooms was 
7.2% (Sirotnik, 1983), about 5.1 % of the day was allocated to 
science for children with mild learning disabilities and 2.5% of 
the day for children with severe disabilities (Thurlow, Y s-
seldyke, & Graden, 1982). 

Even when students with disabilities are mainstreamed into 
general education classrooms, science is one of the primary 
times when they are sent back to resource rooms for basic skill 
instruction (Walsh, 1977). Historically, teachers have labeled 
science as too difficult and lab experiences too dangerous for 
students with disabilities (Walsh, 1977). Concerns about science 
being dangerous for students with emotional and behavioral dis-
orders prevail to this day (Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1995). 

A social science curriculum geared to the learning character-
istics of students with mild disabilities offers teachers a practical 
way to introduce science concepts and process skills. Because 
the content is concrete and meaningful to students, the chance 
of motivating students and sustaining their interest is greater. 
Furthermore, nothing is physically dangerous about social sci-
ence. Indeed, one benefit to classroom teachers is that social sci-
ence can be done anywhere with people, thus reducing the need 
for labs, complicated equipment, and expensive materials. 

An Activity-Oriented Approach 

As an outcome of the curriculum reform movement in sci-
ence and mathematics education, teachers are shifting to an in-
quiry-based approach in which students participate in in-depth 
study of meaningful content. For example, exemplary curricula 
for middle school have been defined as (Aims, 1988): 

• Highly creative and relate content to issues of paramount 
concern to preadolescent students. 

• Support a reflective Socratic approach to instruction. 
• Develop thinking skills. 
• Present the content in a rigorous fashion. 

To support this new instructional orientation, teachers have 
turned to an activity-oriented approach in which students engage 
in investigations (Champagne, Newell, & Goodnough, 1996). 

Teachers and administrators are more likely to have a posi-
tive view of curriculum modifications that are appropriate for 
all students than adaptations that benefit only a few students 
(Bryan & Bryan, 1997). From a positive perspective, some ev-
idence indicates that students with mild disabilities perform bet-
ter in an activities-oriented curriculum than in a traditional cur-
riculum. Bay and her colleagues (1992) found that students 
with learning disabilities and students with emotional-behav-
ioral disorders performed better on a delayed test of generaliza-
tion following instruction in an activities-oriented condition 
than students taught in direct instruction of the same content. In 
another study Bennett (1978) found that students with mild dis-
abilities and physical handicaps benefited from an activities-ori-
ented science program with adapted materials based on gains in 
pre-post tests. Even more surprising given the cautions raised 
by special educators that students with mild disabilities will "get 
into more trouble" in hands-on lessons (see for example, 
Scruggs, Mastropieri, Bakken, & Brigham, 1993) have been the 
findings that students with mild disabilities actually may in-
crease their appropriate behavior during activities-oriented sci-
ence classes compared to classes taught more traditionally 
(MacDougall et al., 1981). Indeed, Bryan (1997) found that stu-
dents with behavior problems were more on-task during hands-
on experiments than during regular instructional activities. 

Teaching social science necessitates an activities-oriented 
approach-hands-on experiments and demonstrations that 
stress the scientific processes (e.g., observing, interviewing, 
surveying, recording, predicting, analyzing) that are used in the 
systematic study of human behavior. An activities-oriented ap-
proach that focuses on the content of social science (e.g., attri-
butions, expectancies, reinforcement, conformity) has the ad-
vantage of making learning more motivating and meaningful. 
Thus, social science meets the standards and goals of school 
district-mandated curriculum and at the same time provides 
teachers with a strategy for addressing the specific social in-
formation-processing deficits of students with mild disabilities. 

The Amazing Discoveries Framework 

The Amazing Discoveries framework forges a connection 
between learning how to do science and learning about human 
behavior. The social sciences are used as a means to teach the 
basic principles underlying the procedures that all scientists use. 
The essence of science is not to collect facts; rather, science is a 
set of procedures and methods that enable individuals to ad-
vance knowledge about the world. Several basic concepts are 
fundamental to doing social science research: 

• Objectivity in measurement 
• Validity of measurement 
• Reliability of measurement 



In the Amazing Discoveries framework, students study these 
concepts in-depth to provide a basis for the hands-on activities, 
students are introduced to measurement techniques that are 
used to study human behavior. These include: 

• Observations 
• Experiments 
• Interviews 
• Surveys 

The Amazing Discoveries framework is designed as a two- . 
prong process: In each activity students learn something about 
the process of social science and something about human be-
havior. Students learn about the social science constructs and 
then apply their knowledge as researchers. Depending on the 
teacher's purpose, the Amazing Discoveries demonstrations 
and experiments can serve as either a stimulus to learn social 
science content ("what makes people "tick") or as a means for 
developing and applying research skills (e.g., constructing and 
administering surveys). 

In the first phase, teachers use hands-on demonstrations and 
experiments to teach students social science processes (why and 
how social scientists use measures that are objective, reliable, 
and valid). In the next phase, the roles are shifted and students 
become the researchers. They conduct experiments with oth-
ers-students in other classes, family, friends, neighbors. This 
second phase of engaging students in the research process often 
results in students deepening their understanding of the social 
science construct while applying their knowledge of the process 
of doing research. Students begin to generate their own hy-
potheses and design new experiments to test their assumptions 
regarding how other people think, feel, and act ( e.g., expectan-
cies, conformity). 

Science as a Way of Thinking 

Scientific thinking can and should be nourished in children. 
The Amazing Discoveries framework emphasizes thinking 
skills (e.g., analytic, critical, creative, original, synthesizing, 
making predictions, drawing inferences). What's more, the pro-
gram nests social cognitive instruction in a science curriculum. 
Engaging all students, including those with mild disabilities, in 
social science experiments increases their knowledge and un-
derstanding of how social sciences can influence the things they 
care most about in their daily lives. This approach also provides 
them with methods that enable them to take action and be in-
formed consumers and citizens. As students do social science 
experiments, they fine-tune and develop social information-pro-
cessing strategies-strategies that students with mild disabilities 
typically lack. We have observed that when students with mild 
disabilities are confronted with evidence that goes counter to 
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their preconceived (and often faulty) notions about people, they 
believe their data, sometimes with dramatic changes in their be-
liefs and behavior. 

The Amazing Discoveries Curriculum 

Amazing Discoveries offers a fun and innovative way to 
bring social science research and methodology and concepts 
into the classroom. The program includes 28 hands-on exper-
iments and demonstrations that teach the principles and proc-
esses involved in doing social science. The lessons in the 
Amazing Discoveries program have been field-tested with 
fourth- through 10th-grade students, some of whom were re-
ceiving special education services for emotional-behavioral 
disorders or learning disabilities. The curriculum has been 
implemented successfully in inclusionary and self-contained 
elementary, middle, and secondary classrooms (Bryan & 
Bryan, 1996). 

The Amazing Discoveries program is consistent with current 
curriculum standards in science, math, and social studies, as it 
emphasizes problem solving, critical thinking, and interdisci-
plinary study. Because science rarely is conducted in isolation, 
Amazing Discoveries adds to interdisciplinary learning. Key 
connections include (Bryan & Warger, 1997): 

• Social studies: Building background knowledge (under-
standing one's place in society), developing citizenship 
skills, using social science research tools (e.g., observa-
tions, interviews, surveys). 

• Science: Using the scientific method to understand hu-
man behavior, thinking scientifically (e.g., forming and 
testing hypotheses), using science research tools (e.g., 
experiments). 

• Language arts: Communicating with different audiences, 
asking good questions, presenting findings, persuading 
others. 

• Mathematics: Solving problems, manipulating and por-
traying data, drawing inferences and conclusions. 

The Amazing Discoveries experiments and demonstrations 
are organized around four themes: 

I. Basic principles in doing science (e.g., objectivity, reli-
ability, validity). 

2. How thinking influences our behavior (e.g., expectan-
cies, attributions, intentionality, assumptions, moods). 

3. How other people influence our behavior (e.g., confor-
mity, peer pressure, social reinforcement, physical at-
tributes). 

4. How people influence each other as they interact ( e.g., 
social reinforcement, nonverbal behavior, matching 
communication style to age of partner). 
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Each section contains a series of lessons designed around a 
demonstration or experiment. Lessons are presented in a cook-
book fashion. Each lesson includes the topic, purpose, lesson 
overview, procedures, supporting activities to reinforce the con-
cept (i.e., crossword puzzle, word search), quiz, suggestions for 
applying the program to other content areas, and suggestions for 
discussions and follow-up activities. Because most teachers 
have not had many courses in science or psychology, each ex-
periment provides background information to help teachers feel 
comfortable presenting the topic to their students. A separate 
student section includes background information and a descrip-
tion of the experiment. 

Sample Experiments 

Examples of experiments in each of the four Amazing Dis-
coveries Units follow. Each example includes suggestions for 
integrating the experiment with standard curriculum, and for 
helping students see the applicability to their daily lives. 

Unit 1: Basic Principles in Science 

The first theme, Basic Principles in Doing Science, intro-
duces students to the scientific method: formulating a hypothe-
sis, defining, manipulating and measuring variables, interpret-
ing and writing up the results. Science differs from other ways 
of gathering information in that it requires scientists to adhere 
to a set of criteria that eliminate the data collector's influence 
from the results. In this way, no matter who conducts the ex-
periment, the results should be the same. The scientific method 
helps us to sort out facts from opinions and beliefs. 

We have to be explicit in applying the principles of science 
in social science because people-the target of social sci-
ences-are inexact measures. Thus, special care has to be taken 
to ensure that social science experiments meet scientific stan-
dards. Through participating in a series of experiments and 
demonstrations, students explore a variety of factors critical to 
social sciences. The experiments and demonstrations in Unit 1 
focus on: 

• How the scientific method helps us distinguish between 
our opinion and others' opinions. 

• How the fallibility of human senses can bias the results 
of an experiment. 

• Why getting reliable (consistent) and valid (true) results 
in measurement is difficult. 

• How interpretations of events differ, even when we see 
the same thing. 

• How different ways of phrasing questions change re-
sponses. 

• How bias in selecting people to survey can influence re-
sults. 

• Why we collect different kinds of measures to verify 
what people say. 

Because students will not have had any experience doing so-
cial science experiments, we engage them in a number of activ-
ities to acclimate them. Suggestions for introducing social sci-
ence to students include the following activities. 

Getting Started. Most students define social science as "do-
ing science with your friends" (Bryan & Bryan, 1996). The first 
step in doing social science experiments is to help students un-
derstand that social science is the scientific study of human be-
havior. Students define social science and what they know 
about social science. They learn that social science is the scien-
tific study of people-the way people think, feel, and act. Stu-
dents are introduced to the influence of social science in their 
daily lives using various activities. Here are some examples. 

• Students generate a list, or web, of people who do social 
science, and places where social science is done. Stu-
dents discuss how social scientists work with businesses 
(e.g., testing the effectiveness of television advertising), 
politicians (e.g., predicting election results), and educa-
tors (e.g., developing standardized tests) to apply social 
science methods to understand and influence their think-
ing and behavior. 

• Students generate a list of ways in which people try to in-
fluence their thinking and behavior, and their parents' 
thinking and behavior. Students work in small groups to 
generate issues of importance to them, their families, or 
the school that they think would be interesting to know 
more about. 

• Students start a portfolio in which they record the issues 
identified as important in their small groups, keep track 
of new concepts and vocabulary, and their science logs 
(see Figure 1). As students acquire knowledge and skills 
in applying scientific methods to studying human behav-
ior, they can return to their portfolios and use the results 
of discussions and experiments to generate their own ex-
periments. 

Example of Experiment in Unit 1: Can You Trust Your Eyes? 
To orient students to social science, they are introduced to three 
basic principles that govern all sciences-objectivity, reliabil-
ity, and validity of measurement-and are shown how these 
principles apply to the scientific study of human behavior. In 
Example 1 students learn the objectivity principle, which dic-
tates that scientists cannot trust their senses. For instance, the 
world may look flat, but it isn't. A glass may look empty, but it 



1 . Hypothesis 

2. Measurement 

3. Analysis and Results 

4. Interpretation and Discussion 

5. Application 

Question 

Figure 1 
Scientific Method: Science Log 

isn't. Students need to learn the fallibility of human judgment 
that results from limitations in human senses. 

In this Amazing Discoveries demonstration, students learn 
the principle of objectivity through a visual illusion demonstra-
tion in which they experience how their eyes can deceive them. 
Figure 2 presents an outline of the lesson that demonstrates why 
we cannot trust our eyes, and the Miiller-Lyer visual illusion. 

Students indicate whether Line A is longer, shorter, or the 
same as line B. People typically say that line Bis longer, even 
though A and B really are of equal length. The explanation for the 
illusion is that the arrowheads provide false distance cues; as a re-
sult, we err in estimating the distance between the line segments. 

Extensions. The concept of illusions can be extended to other 
content areas. In Social Studies, students can identify illusions 
that influenced history, or listen to "War of the Worlds" to ex-

Key Vocabulary Materials Science Math Skills 
Processes 

Data Muller-Lyer Measure Tally results 
Illusion 

Objectivity Student Record data Find 
response percentages 

Scientific method Sheet of paper Interpret data Graph 
and chart 
results 

Social science Rulers 

Generalize Graph paper 

Procedure 
1. Students respond to MOller-Lyer visual illusion and record on 

their data sheets whether they believe line A is longer, line B 
is longer, or lines A and B are the same. 

2. Students tally the number of students who saw line A as 
longer, line B as longer, or lines A and B as the same length. 

3. Students graph the results of the tally. 
4. Students administer the MOller-Lyer visual illusion to others 

outside their class and bring back their data for classroom 
tallying and graphing. 

5. Students examine other visual illusions to learn how their 
perceptual sets influence their interpretation of illusions. 
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6. Students discuss the outcomes, consider alternative interpre-
tations of their data, examine other visual illusions (e.g. , 
movies, advertising) , and generate examples of other illusions 
used to fool people. 

7. Students write up the demonstration using the Student Log. 

A B 

~( ---+---> ------<< 
Figure 2 

Visual Illusions 

tend the concept to "can' t trust what you hear." In Language 
Arts, students read fables containing references to illusions 
(e.g., ''The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing"). Or teachers might ex-
pand the lesson to focus on critical media viewing skills. 

For example, the advertising industry is notorious for creat-
ing illusions that help sell their products. Students can gener-
ate examples of how they were fooled, or not fooled, by televi-
sion advertisements. In Science, students can examine how 
various creatures create illusions to protect themselves or at-
tract food. Students can experiment with making illusions in 
which the angles of the lines are manipulated to test the limits 
of the Miiller-Lyer illusion as a function of different angles. 
Students also can make their own visual illusion and administer 
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it to other students, or to their parents. Students write up the re-
sults of their work using the Science Log. 

Application to Social Cognitive Processing. The visual illu-
sion demonstrates that scientists have to develop objective mea-
sures, which means that they are not influenced by the scien-
tist's personal attributes. Using scientists as an example, the 
discussion is extended to the illusions as they arise in interper-
sonal relationships. We all have had experiences in which our 
senses misled us, which resulted in errors interpreting other 
people's behavior. These misperceptions can result in our mis-
interpreting other people's behavior. 

Students can generate examples of when they misperceived 
others' behavior, or when others misperceived their behavior. 
Because students with mild disabilities tend to misperceive so-
cial situations (Bryan, 1997, Crick & Dodge, 1994), the teacher 
can use visual illusions as a springboard to broach the topic of 
withholding judgments about something we have seen or heard 
until we can check it out, get more information, determine other 
people's perspectives. In a nonthreatening, impersonal way, 
students see for themselves why we should not assume that our 
interpretations of things seen or heard are correct. 

Unit 2: The Influence of Thoughts and Feelings on 
Behavior 

The demonstrations and experiments in this theme focus on 
how our thoughts and feelings influence our behavior. Through 
participating in a series of experiments, students explore a vari-
ety of internal factors that influence their behavior. The experi-
ments focus on 

• The influence of expectancies on judgments. 
• Students' attributions about the causes of their successes 

and failures. 
• Students' attributions about other persons' intentions. 
• Students' inferences when information is ambiguous. 
• Separating what is known from what is not known about 

a situation (i.e., egocentrism). 
• The influence of positive affect on performance. 

Each experiment makes the point that the way we think and 
feel has a significant influence on what we do, even though we 
may be unaware that this is happening. 

Example of Experiment in Unit 2: What You Expect Is What 
You Get. Abundant evidence shows that when people expect 
things to happen, they often do. Somehow people's expectan-
cies affect how they act, which guarantees that their expecta-
tions will be realized. 

The rationale for being concerned about the impact of ex-
pectancies on outcomes-and its relevance to special educa-

tion-is well illustrated in a study by Larrabee and Kleinsasser 
(1967). This study demonstrated that children obtained signifi-
cantly higher scores (7 .5 points) on the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale when the examiner had been told that the child was of 
above-average intelligence than when told the child was of be-
low-average intelligence. Other studies have showed how teach-
ers' expectancies influence their behavior toward children, with 
subsequent effects on children. The influence of expectancies 
has been studied extensively in research on attributions, the rela-
tionship between people's beliefs about causality and outcomes. 

Social scientists have had to develop methods to ensure that 
their expectations do not influence the outcomes of an experi-
ment. In this experiment students learn about how expectancies 
can influence behavior in a study of people's ratings of a baby's 
intelligence. Figure 3 presents a summary of the procedures 
used in this experiment. After reading a description of a baby as 
likely to be very smart, or not likely to be very smart, students 
ask others to rate how smart they think the baby is likely to be. 
Students bring the ratings back to class and tally the ratings the 
two babies received. 

In terms of science, students learn that if you change a vari-
able (such as baby's IQ), you change the outcome (others rat-
ings of the baby's IQ). Socially, students observe how their ex-
pectancies regarding the baby's intelligence influenced others' 
ratings of the baby. 

Sometimes the results of this experiment do not confirm the 
hypothesis, and the not-so-smart baby gets higher ratings than 
the smart baby. No matter-the results will generate great dis-
cussions about judgments of intelligence and about how one 
person's behavior can influence another's person's behavior, 
even unwittingly. Students can generate instances in which their 
expectancies influenced their behavior, and when other peo-
ple's expectancies regarding them influenced outcomes. 

Extensions. In language arts, students might write a report on 
their expectancies for the year. To orchestrate this activity, the 
teacher has students break the report into sections for each con-
tent area. The teacher also can have students include the reasons 
why each subject is easy or hard. Students then can brainstorm 
ways to reduce the impact of factors they identify as making the 
work hard and capitalize on factors that make it easy. (Note: This 
activity lends itself well to having students delineate study skills.) 

In social studies, students learn about events such as the stock 
market crash of 1929 and the widespread panic that the banks 
would fail. In other historical events, too, people's expectancies 
have had a major influence on their behavior with a subsequent 
impact on the entire country. In math, students analyze the re-
sults of the study, computing the mean, mode, and median. Stu-
dents also can divide their data based on respondents' ages and 
gender. Students are particularly interested in differences be-



Key Vocabulary Materials Science Math Skills 
Processes 

Expectancies Baby photo Interview people Tally 

Experiment Instructions Collect data Collate data 

Hypothesis Rating sheet Analyze data Compute 
mean, mode 
median 

Subject Data sheet Interpret data 

Ethics Write science Graph results 
report 

Procedure 
1 . Each student is given an envelope containing the materials 

necessary to conduct the study: a baby photo, a description of 
the baby, and a rating form used to interview others about the 
baby's intelligence. Half the students read a description of the 
baby as likely to be very intelligent, half a description of the 
baby as not likely to be very intelligent. 

2. Students are told to read the information in their envelope 
without consulting other students in the class, and then to 
interview two to four others (students in other classrooms, 
parents, siblings, other teachers) using the rating sheet in 
the envelope. 

3. Students role-play how to approach people to ask them to fill 
out a form so they feel comfortable with the assignment. 

4. Students discuss the ethics of conducting research with oth-
ers (subjects' answers are confidential, and the interviewer 
should stop if subjects are uncomfortable with the question). 

5. Students bring their record sheets back to class for analysis. 
6. Students divide into groups based on which condition they are 

in (intelligent versus not intelligent baby), tally the ratings, 
compute the mean, mode, and median (depending on their 
level of math skills), and graph the data. 

7. Students discuss the results, review the vocabulary, and 
complete the Science Log. 

Figure 3 
What You Expect is What You Get 

tween boys and girls. This discussion can be extended to con-
sider whether boys and girls have different expectancies in 
school and elsewhere. For instance, much data indicate that 
American girls have low math expectancies and high math anx-
iety compared to American boys and girls born in other coun-
tries. Students can examine whether this is true in their class. 

Application to Social Cognitive Processing. This experiment 
demonstrates how students' expectations regarding a baby's in-
telligence influences the ratings other people give the baby. At 
first blush this concept may seem too abstract for students with 
mild disabilities. We have found, however, that when students 
see the two identical baby pictures alongside the two different 
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descriptions of each baby's intelligence, they understand the 
scientific principle: When you change a variable (i.e., the 
baby's descriptions), you change the outcome. They also can 
talk about how the two babies came to be rated differently. Why 
did they elicit different responses? 

Unit 3: Social Influences 

The experiments in this theme focus on how other people in-
fluence our behavior. By participating in a series of experiments 
and demonstrations, students explore a variety of factors exter-
nal to ourselves that influence our beliefs, judgments, and be-
haviors. The experiments focus on: 

• The influence of physical appearance on people's judg-
m(?nts and responses. 

• Factors that influence conformity (e.g., age, gender). 
• Factors that influence judgments of victims (the "just 

world" hypothesis) and notions about justice and fair-
ness. 

Interview Rating Sheet 

Age ___________________ ~ 

People can make predictions about how smart a baby is by early 
infancy tests, but no one can be sure. People also can tell some 
things by looking closely at a baby. 

Please give your best guess about the baby in this photo. 

How smart do you think this baby is? 

1. Not at all smart _____ 3 .. Fairly smart ____ _ 

2. A little smart ______ 4. Very smart _____ _ 
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• The influence of role models on prosocial behavior. 
• Face-saving ways to say "no." 
• Adjustments in communication style that are responsive 

to characteristics of different audiences (e.g., age, rela-
tionship, reason for communication). 

Example of Experiment in Unit 3: Fitting the Punishment to 
the "Criminal". Physical appearance is very important in 
American culture. Parents recognize the importance of physical 
appearance as they struggle to get their children to dress neatly 
and comb their hair. Children also recognize the importance of 
physical appearance. They use it to make a statement about 
their independence from their parents, as well as their social af-
filiations. Wearing outlandish hairstyles and clothes can be a 
harmless form of teenage rebellion. Carried to its extreme, gang 
membership is marked by clothing styles, colors, and haircuts. 

In this experiment, students examine how physical appear-
ance influences the amount of punishment an individual might 
receive. Half the students in the class are given a photo of a 
child who is smiling and dressed neatly; half are given a photo 
of a child who is frowning and dressed messily. Both groups are 
told how the child disobeyed her parents. Students then indicate 
how much punishment they believe the child should receive. 
After completing the rating sheet, students analyze their data to 
determine whether the messy child was given more punishment 
than the clean child. Students also present the photos of the neat 
and messy child to others and obtain others' ratings of the child. 

Students learn the scientific principle that if you change a 
variable (physical appearance), you change the outcome 
(amount of punishment). Figure 4 summarizes the procedures 
used in this experiment. 

After analyzing their results, students discuss how we take 
physical appearances into account when we make judgments of 
people (e.g., who we want for friends, who we trust to ask for 
help or advice), and choices students make regarding their 
physical appearance. The experiment demonstrates that life is 
not always fair. Some people are judged to be beautiful or hand-
some, and some people have more money than others to buy 
nice clothes. Children have little control over these factors. At 
the same time, we do have a certain amount of control in con-
forming to popular notions of attractiveness in terms of neat-
ness, hair and clothes styling, and grooming. 

Extensions. In social studies, students can conduct a mock 
trial in which one defendant is clean-cut and the other is sullen 
and scruffy. Students can examine their impulses to make the 
punishment "fit the criminal." The two defendants likely will 
act differently; their nonverbal and verbal communication pat-
terns will reflect their general appearance. Students can describe 
the eye contact, smiles, body posture, and verbal responses of 

Key Vocabulary Materials Science 
Processes 

Physical appearance Drawings of Conduct 
experiment 

Hypothesis 

Experiment 

Condition 

Subjects 

Procedure 

Messy and neat Analyze data 
child 

Data sheet 

Interpret results 

Generate new 
hypotheses 

Math Skills 

Tally 
responses 

Compute 
mean, median, 
mode 

1 . Students in class are given drawings of Claudia. Half are 
given a drawing showing Claudia smiling and neat; half are 
given a drawing showing Claudia frowning and messy. 
Students are instructed not to look at each other's drawings. 

2. Students read a paragraph describing how Claudia disobeyed 
her parents. 

3. Each student indicates how much punishment Claudia should 
get (0 minutes ... 15 minutes ... more than 30 minutes). 

4. Students tally the amount of punishment administered to the 
clean and messy Claudias and graph their responses. 

5. Students are given copies of the photos, descriptions of 
Claudia, and rating sheets, and interview other students, 
parents, and siblings. 

6. Students interview at least two people outside class. (The 
teacher role-plays how to do the interview). 

7. Students bring data to class, compute means, and graph 
results. 

8. Students write up the results of the experiment. 
9. Students discuss the results. 

Figure 4 
Fitting the Punishment to the "Criminal" 

the two defendants. Students also can have a mock election in 
which messy and clean children are candidates for school of-
fices. Which candidate would students vote for? Students also 
can examine how people use physical attributes to express their 
personal beliefs about politics. 

In language arts, students can write a story in which they make 
predictions of what the clean and messy girls will do when they 
grow up. Students discuss the differences in the futures they pre-
dict based on the physical appearances of the two children. 

Application to Social Cognitive Processing. Two topics are 
called into play in this experiment. One has to do with the in-
fluence of physical appearance on social relationships. The sec-
ond has to do with punishment. The topic of physical appear-



Social Science-Student Survey 
This is a drawing of Claudia, a 3-year old girl 
who lives with her parents and older brother 
in Mesa, Arizona. This drawing was made 
last summer when she was visiting her aunt 
in Chicago. Claudia likes to play with her 
dog, Morgan, and in the summer she goes 
swimming in the local pool. 
Claudia's parents told her not to touch the 
cookies her Mom had bought for dinner. 
Claudia disobeyed her parents. She 
grabbed two cookies and ate them even 
though her parents were watching. Her 
parents were angry and decided to punish 

her by making her stay in her room. If you were Claudia's parent, 
how long would you make her stay alone in her room? 

Mark how long Claudia should be made to stay in her room. 

______ O minutes 

______ 5 minutes 

______ 10 minutes 

______ 15 minutes 

______ 20 minutes 

______ 25 minutes 

______ 30 minutes 

______ more than 
30 minutes 

Social Science-Student Survey 
This is a drawing of Claudia, a 3-year old girl 
who lives with her parents and older brother 
in Mesa, Arizona. This drawing was made 
last summer when she was visiting her aunt 
in Chicago. Claudia likes to play with her 
dog, Morgan, and in the summer she goes 
swimming in the local pool. 
Claudia's parents told her not to touch the 
cookies her Mom had bought for dinner. 
Claudia disobeyed her parents. She 
grabbed two cookies and ate them even 
though her parents were watching. Her 
parents were angry and decided to punish 

her by making her stay in her room. If you were Claudia's parent, 
how long would you make her stay alone in her room? 

Mark how long Claudia should be made to stay in her room. 

______ 0 minutes 

______ 5 minutes 

______ 10 minutes 

______ 15 minutes 

______ 20 minutes 

______ 25 minutes 

______ 30 minutes 

______ more than 
30 minutes 

ance, the connection between clothing, hairstyles, and judg-
ments, and peers' versus adults' judgments is an important one 
for all students, especially those with mild disabilities. 
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For example, students who are involved in the judicial sys-
tem need to understand how their physical appearance (and 
nonverbal behavior) can influence police officers, parole offi-
cers, and judges. Adolescents looking ahead to having jobs 
need to understand how their appearance may influence getting 
and keeping a job. The need to make distinctions between con-
forming to adolescent fads and adult standards can be discussed 
as part of this experiment. Because the discussion takes place in 
the context of analyzing the results of an experiment, teachers 
and students can discuss preferences and responses to different 
styles, drawing attention to the importance of this issue without 
pointing fingers at any particular student. 

Regarding punishment, students who have had difficulty over 
the years with authority have strong feelings and beliefs about 
what is fair and just. They usually have much to 'say on this is-
sue, and their observations often are on target. For example, one 
self-contained classroom of students with emotional and behav-
ioral disorders relied on a behavior modification token system. 
A number of students believed that the system was not fair be-
cause teachers showered bonus points on students when they re-
turned from being suspended and students who behaved did not 
receive bonus points. The students developed a survey about the 
point system and administered it to other students and teachers 
in the school. The results of their survey found that teachers 
agreed that the misbehaving students were given more bonus 
points, but other students liked the point system. 

Unit 4: Social Communication 

The experiments and demonstrations in this theme focus on 
the roles of verbal and nonverbal behaviors in the course of so-
cial interactions. In these demonstrations students are made 
aware of the role of nonverbal language in controlling the flow 
of social interactions. In different demonstrations their attention 
to nonverbal communication is addressed by: 

• Examining how pupil dilation reveals our feelings. 
• Examining the impact of social reinforcement (i.e., say-

ing "uh huh"). 
• Delivering bad news in different ways. 
• Assessing the impact of positive moods on prosocial be-

havior. 
• Identifying strategies for being persuasive. 

Example: What Listeners Need to Know. When we com-
municate, we have to figure out exactly what listeners need 
to know. Listeners can misunderstand messages because 
speakers fail to provide adequate information. In this activity 
a referential communication task demonstrates the effects of 
listeners' asking questions upon the adequacy of speakers' 
responses. 
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In the first of two trials, a student volunteer describes a pic-
ture to the class. Classmates draw it without being allowed to 
see the picture or ask questions about it. In the second trial a stu-
dent describes a second picture, but classmates can ask ques-
tions. Students measure the length of time to task completion 
and the accuracy of picture reproduction under the two condi-
tions. Figure 5 summarizes the lesson. 

Extension. The hypothesis of this study is that students will 
produce the pictograms faster when they cannot ask ques-
tions, but that their reproductions will be more accurate when 
they can ask questions. In social studies, students can exam-
ine the ramifications of speed and efficiency versus effec-
tiveness. This issue has become increasingly important in the 
industrial age. Modern-day businesses aim for both effi-
ciency and effectiveness, and students can discuss the extent 
to which contemporary businesses are successful in achiev-
ing both goals. In language arts, students discuss asking ques-
tions from the standpoint of being a listener and a speaker. 
What clues do listeners give speakers to indicate they are not 
getting the message? How do speakers monitor the adequacy 
of their messages? 

Application to Social Cognitive Processing. This demon-
stration touches upon a major problem for many students with 
mild disabilities. Many have problems recognizing when oth-
ers have given them inadequate messages, and monitoring the 
adequacy of their messages to others. This is particularly dif-
ficult in classrooms when the request must be made of an 
adult, and when surrounded by many other students. Asking 
for clarification in the classroom means revealing that you do 
not know something that everyone else might know already. 
In this situation most students prefer to act like they under-
stand and hope that someone else will ask the question. At 
home, on the job, with friends, giving adequate messages and 
asking for clarification are important. Students need to have 
multiple experiences and opportunities to practice evaluating 
messages and constructing adequate messages. 

In addition, students with mild disabilities tend to do 
poorly on tasks that assess skillfulness in providing clear, 
complete messages. They tend to be less capable in sending 
good messages, as well as in responding adequately to mes-
sages. These students often are not good listeners, either be-
cause they fail to recognize that the message was inadequate 
or because they do not respond by asking for clarification, ad-
ditional information, or missing information. Through partic-
ipation and discussion, students can learn new strategies for 
improving their performance. 

Key Vocabulary Materials Science Math Skills 
Processes 

Communication Two pictograms Conduct Compute 
demonstration percentages 

Clarification Stopwatch Analyze results 

Feedback Interpret results 

Listener Write up Science Log 

Procedure 
1. One student volunteers (or is selected) to be the 

experimenter. 
2. This student is given a pictogram and told to describe it so 

classmates can accurately draw it. 
3. Other students have a blank sheet of paper and pencil at 

hand. They cannot see the pictogram. 
4. The experimenter describes the pictogram, without using 

gestures. Student listeners cannot ask questions. 
5. Another student, or the teacher, records the amount of time 

the speaker takes to provide instructions. 
6. When the student is finished describing the picture, students 

compare the original with their products. 
7. The procedure is repeated with a different experimenter and 

pictogram. 
8. This time, class members are allowed to ask questions of the 

speaker. 
9. The elapsed time is recorded. 
10. When the speaker has finished, students compare the two 

pictograms they produced for accuracy, and the amount of 
time students took to complete each pictogram. 

11. Students discuss the results. 

Pictogram #1 

Figure 5 
What Do Listeners Need to Know? 



CONCLUSION 

Adopting a new program or expanding an instructional ap-
proach, even when it meets the needs of general and special ed-
ucation students alike, is not always easy. The task, however, 
can be lightened with the promise of positive outcomes. 

The Amazing Discoveries framework and curriculum pro-
gram supports and enhances current standards in science, math-
ematics, social studies, and language arts curricula. Moreover, 
our data show that students with mild disabilities learn the so-
cial science principles, show greater levels of on-task behavior, 
and find the content meaningful and the experiments fun. From 
our work in developing, implementing, and evaluating Amaz-
ing Discoveries, we have learned that capturing the interest and 
attention of students, including those with mild disabilities, is 
possible. Moreover, by participating in Amazing Discoveries, 
students with disabilities have been able to learn and do science. 
They have successfully developed their own ideas and ques-
tions about human behavior into surveys or experiments, tested 
their hypotheses, analyzed their data, and drawn conclusions. 
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